FEHMARN
– WE HAVE
NOW STARTED
RELEVANT PARTNERS

Denmark’s largest construction project has begun. More
than DKK 50 billion will be used directly on construction
tasks. In addition, there is significant potential for
secondary tasks in a variety of areas ranging from the
transport, security and cleaning industries to the hotel,
catering, tourism and retail industries. Up to 4000 jobs a
year on Lolland-Falster will be directly or indirectly linked
to the construction project.
With the Fehmarn Belt Fixed Link, Lolland-Falster will become Scandinavia’s
gateway to Europe. The area connects the three European metropolises,
Copenhagen, Hamburg and Berlin, giving local companies unique conditions for
growth. The opportunities for growth are supported by educational institutions
that ensure well-trained graduates, while both skilled and unskilled labour is
available in the region.
In a construction project of this size, it can be a major task to cope with all
the different partnerships and sub-supplier groups, networks, authorities and
organisations that can help to create value for your business.
At Business Lolland-Falster, individual sparring is available regarding your
business opportunities associated with the Fehmarn Belt construction project.

You are welcome to contact us to discuss the opportunities
the Fehmarn Belt project offers you
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The purpose of Fehmarn Belt Development
is to ensure that Region Zealand citizens and
businesses get the greatest possible benefits
from the fixed link – before, during and after the
construction phase.
Femern Agency is “one point of contact”
for everyone working on the construction
and expects to establish an office near the
construction site in Rødbyhavn. Femern Agency
is a co-operation among authorities intended to
ensure smooth and effective regulatory services
regarding labour for the Fehmarn Belt project.
Femern Business Park consists of a broad range
of business types and offers office and warehouse
facilities, housing, temporary workers in most
industries, experienced welders, cars, tools,
security guards, cleaning, catering, materials, etc.
FB Suppliers Femern Belt Suppliers have
collected all local crafts and services in a “one
point of contact” network concept that facilitates
workflow for all parties in a project. The network
has about 100 members.
Femern Service Partners is a local network with
approximately 35 partners. FESPA provides total
package solutions within transport, logistics and
port operations, as well as complete and energyoptimised site huts.

